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glass roofs and conservatories offer the opportunity
to enjoy a view of the garden all year round. But when
the sun is out, the heats builds up quickly under the glass
and there’s nowhere to escape from the glare. Here a
roof-mounted or interior awning comes to the rescue,
creating a comfortable atmosphere and turning this into
a favourite haunt.

For “under” or “over”
Glass roof awnings from Lewens have a design adapted to the patio roof or conservatory.
The awning is extended and retracted on rails, the position of which can be adjusted
with centimetre accuracy to the spacing of the rafters. High-quality traction cable
systems with a high spring tension guarantee reliable functioning and quiet rollers
for the desired ease of operation.
Choose your favourite model – “under” or “over”:

capri – awning for glass roofs and conservatories

Awning for fitting onto an existing glass
roof or conservatory.
Max. width 700 cm and drop 600 cm.*

When erected on posts, the Capri Pergola
type provides a sturdy patio awning.
Read more on page 6.

ancona – interior and roof-mounted awning
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Awning for retrospective interior or roof
mounting on an existing glass roof or conservatory.
Max. width 600 cm and drop 450 cm.*

Read more on page 8.

* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions.

capri
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With the CAPRi from LEWEnS, you even have
control over bright sunshine and high summer
temperatures. Whether you’re in the conservatory or on the patio, the sun’s glare and heat
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stay outside. You enjoy a summer-like climate
that is made to measure.
The CAPRI awning is an external sunshade for existing conservatories or glass roofs,
preventing excessive sunlight from getting in and heating up the room, especially in
the case of conservatories.
With a maximum single-unit width of up to 700 cm (up to 600 cm as PERGOLA type)
and a maximum drop of 600 cm, the CAPRI will span large areas of glass. For even
larger glass surfaces, we offer you the CAPRI type ROOF-MOUNTED as a linked system
spanning up to 1200 cm in width. *

Options
◗
◗

radio remote control
Automatic weather monitoring *

◗
◗

Patio heater
extra fabric support

Read more
on page 11.

* Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for
the complete list of electronic accessories.

rooF-MoUnTED
tYPE
For fitting on the conservatory, the
CAPRI is supplied as standard with rail
holders. Depending on attachment and
type of mounting, however, variable
mounting feet and brackets can be ordered
additionally for an extra charge.

Made-to-measure flexibility
The CAPRI from LEWENS is extremely flexible to use: the lateral guide rails can be recessed in a range of 7 to 80 cm symmetrically from the outside edge on assembly (see
fig.). It’s the perfect solution even on hipped conservatories or sloping glass roofs.
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pErGoLa
tYPE
As the PerGoLA type, the CAPRI offers a
particularly sturdy shading option for patios. The rails and support posts can be
positioned variably as desired.
Unless otherwise specified, the posts are
always supplied positioned 25 cm inwards
(distance from the lateral edge of the awning to the centre of the support post). On
widths in excess of 551 cm they are positioned 40 cm inwards.
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ancona

A really smart solution:
Whether fitted above the glass or below, the
AnCOnA awning tames the glare and heat of
the sun, creating a soft, comfortable light on
the patio or in the conservatory.
Our ANCONA awning is the perfect solution for anyone wishing to enjoy family life in
the conservatory or under the glass roof all year round and thus appreciating a practical, easy-care sunshade.
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Two versions are available for fitting, the INTERIOR type and the ROOF-MOUNTED
type. Fitted below the glass, the awning remains dry, clean and optimally protected
against the wind and weather. For fitting on the roof, the ANCONA is equipped with a
protective roof cover.
We offer the ANCONA awning in widths ranging from 200 cm to 600 cm. The drop of
up to 450 cm max. can be adapted to the rafter length of the glass roof or conservatory accurate to the centimetre. *

Options ◗
◗

radio remote control
Automatic
weather monitoring *

◗
◗

Patio heater
roof cover

◗

Additional
fabric support wire
More info: page 11

* Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for the complete list of electronic accessories.

inTErior
tYPE
For fitting below the glass, the ANCONA is
attached to the rafters of the glass roof or
conservatory from underneath.
The components and finishing of the fabric
have been specially developed for freely
suspended fitting of the awning under a
protective glass roof.

ANCONA –
interior and roof-mounted awning

rooFMoUnTED
tYPE
This type of ANCONA awning is attached to
the rafters of a glass roof or conservatory
from above.
Since the awning is exposed to the weather, this type is always supplied with a protective roof cover.
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S Y S T E M i n D E tA i L
All LEWENS awnings and glass roofs are characterised by superb engineering,
the best materials and meticulous craftsmanship:

capri

Front profile
with carriage supported in needle roller bearings

Its quiet operation and sturdy, shapely
cassette provide impressive proof of
quality that is thought out down to the
last detail. The carriage is supported in
needle roller bearings to ensure quiet
running of the front profile.

When the awning is retracted, the cassette protects the awning fabric reliably
from the weather and environmental effects.
Protective cassette of the CAPRI

ancona

Slim and elegant: when the cassette
is closed, the ANCONA is discreetly concealed.
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A look at the components in the side rails
shows the interaction of the traction cable and spring when the front profile is
extended.

Castors ensure quiet running.

Slender profiles blend harmoniously into the
appearance of the glass roof

Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for the complete list of electronic accessories.

OPtiOnS
aLL MoDELS
Ancona roof cover

Roof cover

On the ANCONA interior awning type,
the roof cover is an optional extra. This
turns the awning casing into a cassette,
which protects the fabric and mechanism
against soiling and also from the effects
of the weather when fitted under an open
glass roof.

Roof cover: on the Ancona interior awning
type an optional extra…

fabric support wire /
fabric support
Because the weight of the fabric on large
awnings can cause the awning to sag in the
middle, a fabric support wire (Ancona)
or a fabric support (Capri) is also supplied.

…on the roof-mounted type included in the
price as protection from the elements.

– Extra fabric support wires/fabric
supports can be included on request
(extra charge)

Fabric support wire (Ancona)

white (RAL 9010)

Patio heater
Provides cosy warmth under the awning,
even on chilly days.

titanium silver

The fabric support wire prevents the awning fabric from sagging on large awnings.

– 2000 watts, tilt range 30 °, provides
uniform heating in a surrounding area
of up to 16 m2, instant heat emission
with no warm-up phase
– Optional:
radio dimmer + hand-held transmitter
(No mounting on awning or cassette possible,
wall mounting required!)

radio remote control, automatic weather monitoring

Sun and wind sensor

Electric motor
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Creating a cosy feel: the radiant heater

With the radio remote control, all radiocontrolled electrical components can be
conveniently operated using a single controller, eliminating annoying control cabling
on the wall. The sun and wind sensor
gauges the sun and wind – and the awning
is extended and retracted automatically!
LEWENS awnings are fitted with highquality Somfy power components.
Why get up?
The remote control is always to hand.

t E C H n i C A L D AtA
capri and ancona
modeL

CAPri

AnConA

tYPe

roof-mounted

PerGoLA

Width
1 unit

max. 700 cm

max. 600 cm

Width
2 units

max. 1.200 cm
(linked system, without slit
cover, slit approx. 4 cm)

drop

max. 600 cm

interior

max. 600 cm
min. 200 cm

max. 600 cm (Post distance
from wall max. 500 cm)

Height of
posts

roof-mounted

max. 450 cm

max. 300 cm
(supplied at 300 cm for
adjustment in situ)
Centimetre-accurate manufacture in all intermediate widths!

drive

motor drive (electric motor)

Scope of
– incl. rail holders,
supply,
without mounting
screws/dowels
attachment
(see price list for
number of rail holders)
– wall brackets for casing
– extra charge for any
additional mounting
material required
– guide rails can be
recessed symmetrically
by up to 80 cm from
outside edge on installation

– incl. roof cover
– incl. size 10 mounting
feet with rail holders,
without mounting
screws/dowels
– extra charge for any
additional mounting
material required

frame
colours

– 17 rAL colours and 6 textured finishes to choose from (see LEWENS price list for colour chart)
– Special RAL (extra charge)
– Special colours and effect finishes on request

Awning
fabrics

– Branded acrylic, spun-dyed, ultra fade resistant
– Branded polyester, spun-dyed (extra charge)
– tenara quality sewing yarn

from the
LEWENS
collection

options

Capri: with corner reinforcement and side seam (10 cm)

1. Radio remote control /
electric motor with integral radio control
2. Sun / wind / rain monitoring
3. Patio heater
(only wall mounted)

4. Extra fabric support
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two support posts
– incl. rail holders,
cross member
without mounting
screws/dowels
base consoles
– extra charge for any
rail fixtures
additional mounting
two wall brackets for
material required
casing
– note: The unit is to be
– support posts always
with 25 cm spacing
used exclusively for fitting under a protective
(outer edge of awning
glass roof
to centre of post) unless
otherwise specified
–
–
–
–
–

notes

1. Radio remote control /
1. Radio remote control /
electric motor with inteelectric motor with integral radio control
gral radio control
2. Sun monitoring
2. Sun / wind / rain
3. Patio heater
monitoring
(only wall mounted)
3. Patio heater
4. Extra fabric support wire
(only wall mounted)
5. Roof cover
4. Extra fabric support wire

Due to the design and the weight of the awning fabric, the fabric may sag in the middle on large awnings. However,
this does not affect the function and/or the service life of the awning.

Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for the complete list of electronic accessories.

CERtiFiCAtiOn
Ce Standard: Look for the mark that guarantees the technical safety
of our products.
Branded goods from Germany: Lewens awnings are manufactured and assembled
in Germany – quality “made in Germany”!

Fitting
capri

roof-mounted Type

107

237

Awning for roof mounting on rafters
of conservatory or glass roof.

ca. 110

roof-mounted
Rail holder (standard)

Mounting foot (different heights)

Lateral attachment

Lateral attachment wall

Ancona
interior Type

160

25

101

55

roof-mounted Type

135

154

110

110

55

168
15

168

Interior
Rail holder
(standard)

roof-mounted
Mounting foot Pressure plate
for
Vetro installation

Pressure plate
without rail holder
for mounting on
Murano glass roof

Twin mounting
with pressure plate
for mounting on
Murano glass roof

Mounting foot
Double track holder
(standard size 10
for roof-mounted)
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Lateral
attachment

Installation
extension

Spacer plate
ffor second guide rail side when installing with
lateral attachment or installation extension

See price list for dimensions of attachment fixtures

SOLAR WORLDS

Voilà, sunshine à la carte!
Click through the Lewens solar worlds
and choose your own personal sun protection
made to measure, with plenty of accessories
for even greater pleasure from life.
www.lewens-markisen.de
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FRAME COLOURS

AWning FABRiCS

Lewens offers a wide range of standard frame colours at
no extra charge for all awning models (exception: Economy):

STanDarD raL
1015

Light ivory

3002

Carmine red

3003

Ruby red

3004

Purple red

5002

Ultramarine blue

5005

Signal blue

6005

Moss green

6009

Fir green

7016

Anthracite grey

7024

Graphite grey

8019

Grey brown

8077

Dark brown

Lewens awning fabrics have been created especially to provide shade outdoors and are treated to make them water- and
dirt-repellent. We make the awnings up using the latest sewing
techniques for distortion-free seams and also using ultrasonic
bonding. We have designed our manufacturing facility so that
the awning fabrics can be laid out entirely flat (not folded) for
making up.

9001

Cream

Some of our quality features for glass roof awnings:

9006

White aluminium

9007

Grey aluminium

9010

Pure white

9016

Traffic white

◗
◗
◗
◗

STanDarD TEXTUrED FiniSHES

With more than 300 samples to choose from, the Lewens
collection offers you acrylic and polyester fabrics and also
air-permeable screen and Soltis woven fabrics across the
entire colour spectrum.

Secure lockstitch used for making up
Seams on top and bottom neatened (clean completion)
Repeat-symmetrical completion left and right
All seams sewn with Tenara® yarn

textured ﬁnish rAL 7016 Anthracite grey, fine texture, matt
textured ﬁnish rAL 9005 Jet black, fine texture, matt
textured ﬁnish rAL 9007 Grey aluminium fine texture, matt
textured ﬁnish SL 92 Terra / brown
textured ﬁnish SL 93 Grey / marble
textured ﬁnish SL 94 DB 703 fine texture
(Colour differences may result from the printing process.)

SPeCiAL CoLourS
Special rAL
(please see current Lewens price list for
selection)

Special colours and
effect finishes:
– all non-listed RAL colours
– fine and coarse texture
– metallic finishes
– pearlescent/glimmer-effect finishes
- NCS colours

extra charge

On request

no matter which fabric you
choose from the Lewens
collection, top-class fabrics,
high-quality materials and
a modern assembly
method will
guarantee you
many years of
pleasure from
your awning.
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WE gUARAntEE

L. USt FOR LiFE

means being able to enjoy the summer outdoors without fear of sunburn,
well protected against the heat and glare. Lewens awnings don’t just provide
shade, they are capable of more: they help us to enjoy the best aspects of
summer.

I. ntELLigEnCE

isn’t just in the head. Sometimes it is to be found elsewhere, in the technical
details and workmanship of high-quality Lewens awnings – so that you, the
user, can operate our products without any problems and can find a suitable
solution for any task.

F. REEDOM

always has something to do with freedom of choice. Whether it’s an awning
for a small balcony or large patio or solutions for your conservatory that you
need, Lewens specialist dealers provide professional advice and assembly.
They are also happy to help you choose the colours and fabrics – so that you
are entirely satisfied with every aspect of your awning!

E. ASY LiVing

is now more in demand than ever. Everyday life is stressful enough, the world
turns ever faster and the pace of news quickens. It’s good to have time to
unwind and be able to relax with family and friends. It is precisely for these
valuable occasions that we have created our awnings.

CERtiFiCAtiOn
Ce Standard: Look for the mark that guarantees the technical safety
Branded goods from Germany: Lewens products are manufactured and assembled
in Germany – quality “made in Germany”!

Your stockist will be happy to advise you:

Just
enjoy life !
www.lewens-markisen.de
Subject to technical alterations. Date: 03/2016

